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Student body elections in turmoil
CANDIDATE PLATFORMS

Election Commission disqualifi~
candidates ,for violations
free publicity-took place Feb. 3.
He also said Marlin, public M~exp~ssoohisintentionsof
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
relations director for SG, had an running for vice pre;Jldent in the
John Shadgett and Chris unfair advantage because his PineHarborapartmentsnewsle~
McGoo accused Student Govern- campaign headquarters were in ter, which reached 366 potential
ment of being "crooked" and said the SG office. "He had privi- voters. "I guess we are going to
the SG Judicial Council wrongly leged information with regard havewbeacoountableforthatbut
disqualified them Thursday for toourcampaign,"Shadgettsaid. I don't believe we should be,"
statuteviolationsin
"That's an un- Shadgett said
the Student Body
derstandable con- · McGee attended an Africanpresidential elec"... (SG} ... is a
cern on John's American Student Union mee~
tions.
b' d part,"Marlinsaid. ing Feb. 10 and passed out his
"This election
one-way,. taSe
,, ·He emphasized, platfonn-aminorviolation-so
was over a month
machme...
however, that his membersoouldquestionrumabout
ago," McGee said.
job in recent his campaign. He picked up all
"In my opinion the
months has cen- copies before leaving and said it
Student Govern·Chris McGee tereduponthepro- wasOK sincenoonekeptaoopy.
ment, the way it
VP CANDIDATE
vostsearch,amar· McGoosaidTerrenceDunn,an
existsnow,isaone- - - - - - - - - keting. task force SG ·senator, was at the AASU
way, biased ma, and being a mem- meeting. "If(Dunn)knewwewere
violating statutes, why didn't he
chine and that machine is run her of the parking committee.
"We're disappointed he's not say so then?" McGee said Dunn
by parts that are crooked."
McGee said SGwill remain a in the race," Marlin said. "We said Shadgett should know the
statues. He said it
socialcliqueuntilastudentbody wanted to win on
=======~ wasn't his duty to
presidentcomesalongwhocares our own merit."
about the students. "In running
On their statute
"We wanted to tell McGee.
this presidential race, I quickly violations, McGee
Win on our OWn
"He [Dunn]
found apathy, bureacratic·non- said the current
lied," McGee said.
sense,
backstabbing, statutes are "unmerit."
Shadgett used
doubletalking and the old bud- clear, inconsistent
anoverheadprojector to display his
dies' club ran rampant through andillegal."McGee
everyindividualandeverycabi- and.Shadgett also
·Chris Marlin platform, a major
net post Student Government said they cleared
PRES. CANDIDATE
violation to, about
had to offer," he said.
their procedures - - - - - - - - 200studentsontwo
McGoo accused SG of being beforehand.
separate occasions ·
concerned with 'hltpicking and
ShadgettandMcGeehavefour Feb. 12. Shadgett said he felt he
makingsurethewrongpeopleget major violations and two minor wasnotviolatinganystatutessince
the right jobs," instead of being violations,withrnorepending.The hetookthetransparencywithhim
concerned with student needs. Judicial Council can disqualify a when he left the room.
Sltadgett said the elections com- ticketforonemajorviolation, the
"Iseenodifferencebetweenthis
mitteewasinexperiencedand"led election statutes state.
by the noses by Chris Marlin and
The first major violation HEARING continued page 5
by Rosibel Monserrate

Eric Still, campaigning as Frog the Lazy Bastard,
recreates Nixon's UCF visit. (O.HoogJFuruRE>

Contract stalls
new student union
by Heather Asche
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Construction on the new UCF
Student Union has been put on
hold because the building's contract has not yet been finalized
Building was to begin this
month, Student Union Project
Manager Judy Baker said
The union will cover a span
of 100,000 square feet and will
be rented to fast food restaurants, retail outlets and barber shops. Rent and profits will
help pay for the building's ban-

quetand Stu- -=:::rr:r1+-+m
dent Government facilities. Space for clubs
and organizations will also be
available.
The bulding will have everythingastudentcouldneedoncampus. It will have tWo levels, with
the first level opening first All
electrical work has been laid and
trees have been planted Indus
Construction ofOrlando, which is
remodeling the Administration
Building, will build the new Student Union.
It will oost $8,265,000.

his campajgn staff."

Students find financial aid
workshops unnecessary
by Jill Quinzi
CENTRAL FLORIDA !=UTURE

Should all students be required to attend
financial aid wo:-·kshops before receiving their
financial aid fom.·r:?
Phylis Olmstea-~, a student in her 30s with a
full-time job and fa..illy, said she feels non-traditional students should be exempt from the mandatory workshops. She said the workshop only
emphasizes what she already knew- how to fill
out a financial aid application.
She already received her master's degree from
the University of Florida and had to go through
the financial aid process there as well. She is now

CLASSIFIEDS page 8

attending UCF for her doctorate degree.
"My financial aid forms have already been filled
out and approved for this spring," Olmstead said.
"But UCF is withholding my check, even though I
already attended the workshop, until I attend an
entrance interview."
However, according to state law, the entrance
interview is required for students by all universities.
It is up to the university as to whether or not the
workshops will be made mandatory, a worker for the
Federal Student Aid Information Center said.
TheformathaschangedthisyearfromScantron
to fill-in-the-blank, but data and dollar amounts
AID continued page 3
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Frog the Lazy Bastard

Brian Costello

• President, 4-H Oub (Newberry, FL Chapter),
9th and 10th grade

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

• He's anice guy

PRESIDENTIAL PROFILES
Salary
The $10,000 yearly salary will be donated to
a charitable organization. The recipient charity will be decided by a vote of the student
body.

Entertainment
After !he parking lots are
destroyed (see Parking),
co~structan 18-holedeluxe
miniature golf course.

Campus Life

Safety

Increase campus unity by making every third Wednesday of the month "Big
Lug Day." On Big Lug Day, anyone
can go up to anyone else on campus
and say "Come here, ya big lug!" and
give them a hug. Turning down a hug
would be grounds for expulsion.

Require all rollerbladers to wear "How's
my skating? Cal1823-5812(UCFPD)"
signs on the backs of their shirts. Reckless ·rollerbladers will have their
rollerblades impounded by the UCF
Polic~ Department..

•

•
•
•
Parkin2

"

Short -term: Open the faculty lots from I0 am to 2
pm. Long-term: Tear up
all parking lots with jackhammers, ban all cars, and
rehire all bicycle police as
doormen.

•
•

•

.

J

•

·~

•

Brian Rogt!rs

Russ Lloyd

• working on BA in Business Management
•Vice-President of Osceola Hall (UCF Dorm)

• BA's in Political Science, History and Public
Administration
• working on MPAin Public Administration

•
•
Parkin2
Create a special committee with student input to find a solution to the parking problem.

•
Safety

Student Goyernment

Have the campus more lighted at night
for stude~t safety (also outside emergency phones). Have local governmentbuild an overhead walkway across ·
Alafaya Trail for easy crossing.

Reform and open up Student Government
more to the wants and needs of students.

•
Activities

Food Seryices ·
Ensure that the Student
Union has other food services than Marriott (competition means better food
quality and lower prices).

•

Have more and better advertised activities on campus.

Tell us Your concerns. We want to know
them so we can help You. The election is
.in Your hands. So vote.

•
•

•
•

•

•.
•

,
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SG candidates vow to seive student body
Staff Repon

ency Requirem£:nts

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Goals~
• Uni".~rsity policy:

PLATFORM: Write-in, Russ Lloyd for
President and Brian Rogers for VicePresident
• Qualifications for Lloyd:
-BAs in political science, history and
public administration
-Working on MPAin public administration
, • Qualifications for Rogers:
-Working on BA in business management
STILL
MARLIN
LLOYD
-Vice president of Osceola Hall (UCF
Dorm)
Goals:
• University policy:
-Provide more night lighting on campus
->
for student safety and outside emergency phones.
-Have local or state government build an
,, overhead walkway across Alafaya Trail
for easy crossing.
-Ensure competition at the Student
Union in food service other thanManiott.
-Have more and better advertised activiROGERS
JUSTICE
COSTELLO
ties on campus with billboards maintation. 'Tm trained to deal with this."
-Studen,t Presidential Search Committee
tained by SG.
0
-Reform and open up SG more to the · PLATFORM: Chris Marli.L for presi- -UCF Strategic Planning Council
dent and Joe Justin for vice-president -UCF Marketing Taslf. Force
wants and needs of the students.
Qualifications for J~tin:
-Promote a closer relationship between Qualifications for Marlin:
-Election
commissioner
.Justice,
SG Judicial Council
SG and clubs for advertising.
-Director
ofSG
Public
Relations
for
2
years
-Three years Student Senator
-Have representatives from clubs and
-Chair, Spirit Task Force
-Chair, Legislative, Judicial and Rules
organizations sit in on SG meetings.
Committee
~ . • Comment: Lloyd said he is not a typical -Chair, Student Safety Task Force
-Consultants for Effective Leadership
master's student and has a balanced ticket -Co-Chair, Vision '92
-Chief Author of Senatorial Constituof undergraduate and graduate repre9en- -University Scholarship Committee

,

Some ·w ant the forms
, ·without the workshops

-Extenli library hours and create amnesty for the late return oflibrary books.
-lmplereent a year-round trimester for
· faster completion of degrees.
-Fight for quality advisement.
-Publish course guides before Fall 1993.
-Institute an SG-sponsored book scholar -;hip program.
-Expand bookstore hours.
-Per5o:1alize financial aid advisement.
-Expand SG Mac Lab service hours.
-See the All-in-One card system is
adopted like University of Florida.
•Parking:
- Eliminate parking decal hassles.
-Work for a parking garage.
• Comment: "Transfer students need to
be better integrated into orientation,
advising and involvement." -Marlin
PLATFORM: Eric "Frog The Lazy Bastard" Still for president and Brian
Costello for vice president.
Qualifications for Still:
-A junior majoring in radio and tele~ion
-Member of the Music Recording society
-President, 4H club.
Qualifications for Costello: He's a
pretty nice guy.
·

Goals:
• University policy:
CANDIDATES continued page 5

·DRUM ROLL, PLEASE ...

,

AID
FROM PAGE 1
>

l

l

must still be filled in correctly, said Vic LB.Porte, associate director
of financial aid at UCF.
"The workshops cover pitfalls that students have fallen into,"
LaPorte said.
The workshops have been used at UCFfor several years, but this is the
first year they have berome mandatory.
Another student in her 30s, Gina Edwards, said it is ridiculous to
withhold federal forms.
'This is not encouragingbecause ofthe inconvenience," Edwards said
Financial aid offers only one evening class per week and one Saturday
class per month. Otheiwise, financial aid holds hour-long workshops
twice a day throughout January and February.
The deadline for the application for federal student aid and the
:financial aid form is March 15 for most Florida state universities. This
guarantees students their full amount ofaid Students can still apply for
financial aid after this date, but may not receive the full amount by the
time srhool starts in August.
Studentscangettheforms withoutattendingthe workshops, LaPorte
said Any junior college or other university in Florida, except UCF, have
the forms available on the spot. This is especially convenient for students
who want to attend UCF and cannot make the workshops.
However, La.Porte said, the workshops ensure that students
avoid making mistakes.

I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!
Traffic Changes

>

)

Beth Radock (snare drum), percussion instructor for the UCF Band, and accounting major Mike Okaty (timpani) practice for the band's upcoming drum
concert, to be held at noon March 23 in the Rel:learsal Hall. (Photographer/FUTURE>

Announcements

The speed limit on Libra Drive between the
police station and the water tower has been
reduced from 30 mph to 20 mph. Also, East
Gemini Boulevard will be closed for construction from the water tower to Lot E-1, near the
Engineering Building, until March 15.

Wellness Expo '93 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. March
3 on the Student Center Green. Fifty organizations offering opportunities to learn more about
yourself and your community will be participating
in the Expo. Prizes will also be available. Call the
Campus Wellness Center for information at 8235841.

Phi Theta Kappa Alumni

_Hispanic Bridal Fair

The Phi Theta Kappa Alumni Association at UCF
is hosting a community college transfer orientation
day Saturday for Phi Theta Kappa honors students.
Any UCF students who were in Phi Theta Kappa in
community college and would like to help Saturday,
or who would like to join UCF's Alumni chapter,
should call Robert Snow at 823-2231.

Minerva Bridal Suite will present the Third Annual Hispanic Bridal and Quinceanero Fair, from 1
to 5 p.m. Sunday. Booths and exhibits will be set
up by businesses, and a fashion show featuring
the latest in men's and women's wedding fashions
will be held.
Admission is $3, and all money will be donated
to the Orange Seminole Foster Parents Association. The fair will be held at the Orlando Airport
Marriott Hotel, 7499 Augusta National Dr.

Wellness Expo '93
The UCF Student Advocate Team will present

Airport Duathlon
There will be an Airport Duathlon - Run three miles/
Bike 14 miles/Run one mile-8 a.m. Saturday atthe
Deland Airport. Awards will be given to the top three
overall male and female, top masters male and
female, top three big men, top five age groups and
top relay teams - male, female and mixed. Individual entry fees are $20 and $33 for relays. Call
738-0002.

Festival Champions on Parade
Tickets for the 1993 Champions on Parade Field
Show Spectacular are now on sale at the Festival of
States Office. The Champions on Parade Field Show
Spectacular is a display of musical and marching
talent as America's finest high school marching
bands vie for the Mayor's Cup. Tickets are $10 and
available at 1 Beach Drive S. E., Suite 1O1, St.
Petersburg. Call 898-3654.
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UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Presents

Qo Qo

Free Food
And Beverages!

••

Product
. Demonstrations,
Free_Samples,
Games,
Entertainment!·

·•

••

Enter to Win a
Hyundai
Scoupe Tu rho!

.
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.

•
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FEATURING:- • HYUNDAI • HBO • AMERICAN EXPRESS • IBM
• CHEER •HERSHEY'S • HANES HER WAY • NUTRASWEET
• ARMY NATIONAL GUARD • BREATHSAVERS • SOFT SENSE
- • MIDOL • CONTACT LENS COUNCIL • AND MORE!
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If You Wont to Be

a Lawyer,
>

start practicing now.
One out of two people who take the LSAT
will not get into-law school
To improve those odds, come to our free

Law School Information Seminar
Thursday, March 4, 7:00 PM
To reserve a seat call 407-273-7111

Disqualified candidates said they
campaigned within statutes
HEARING
FROM PAGE 1

KAPLAN

- The answer to the test question. -

The ~tudent Wellness lidvoczite Temn proudly presents:

Ill: WJC>EJ
Wellness ls Something for &ervoneJ
Wednesday, March 3

11 :OOam -2:00pm

•

on the Green

SchedL1le of 6ve11ts
l1CF Cheer'leader's Opmit19
Mario L~ The Sea Do9s"
1'1:30 Bally 's Step .Aerobics
12:00 Bi9 Fashio11 Show
12:30 Marlial .A..ts DeMo
1:00 Do9 Patrol-Drt~9 Bt.1st
2:00 FiMle RaWe Drawings
1'1:00
1'l: ·1(l

11

and St.eve Walden, ChrisMarlin'scampaign advi~r, inviting students to
the SG office and view tangible copies ofhis platform," Shadgett said
"At that point, we hadn't even produced copies of our platform,,,
Marlin said, explaining that the document Walden offered for
investigation was a copy of the Vision '92 and that was done to a
meeting oT the College Republicans.
Shadgett said he asked Tr~cy Lee Coleman, assistant chief
elections commissioner, if the displayed trmi.sparency would be
tangible. She said she did not think so. However, she would check
with chiefelection commissioner J.R. Rodda and let him know. But
he said it was not necessary.
Shadgett and McGee have one more major violation of active
campaigning and one minor violation of non-registration of campaign material.
· Rodda said the Shadgett ticket had blatant disregard of election
statutes. He also said Shadgett had been in two prior elections (as
a senator) and had no problems with the statutes, so he must have
understood them.
Eric Still, one of the two write-in presidential candidates, said
that even the elections comrnisssion apparently ignored its own
statutes when it held the open forum 33 hours after the deadline
listed in statute 602.2.T.
"Anotherwitne~ they had there is in the samefratemityasJoeJustin,
whoisalsorunningforvicepresidentandisthepresidentofLambda Chi,"
McGee said "He was also the president of the election's commission"
McGee said the hearing revealed injustices against them. Shadgett
said he plans to put an injunction on the decision to disqualify him from
the race and plans to sue the university for defamation of character.
Dave Patton, attorney general, passed the motion to disqualify
Shadgett and McGee because of "repeated, blatant" violations and to
prot.ect the integrity and fuime~ of the election. He also said he wants
to avoid the cost of a new election, between $5,000 and $6,000.
Patton said if they had not been disqualified, appeals seemed
inevitable with so many violations. A post-election investigation
could cost as much as $3,000.

Bill Cushing and Jill Kreuger contributed material to this article.

f\lso Feat1Artl'\...,q
hee Massa9es
Police Robot
Bat Mobile
Crash Sim1Alator
Fitl'\ess Challel'\9es
t-lealth Checks

50 or-9>1izations offerin9 oppor-tt.1nities to leatn more
aboLd yoLtrself & yow• commw'lity. PIL1s win pr-izes too!

Candidates lay it out on the table
CANDIDATES
FROM PAGE3
-Donate president's salary to charity.
-Install an 18-hole deluxe miniature golf course after the parking lots have been destroyed.
-Require all rollerbladers to wear "How's my skating? Call 8235812 (UCFPD)" signs with ID numbers on the backs oftheir shirts.
-Tattoo UPC codes on all students as an All-in-One card system.

•Parking:

For more. info call 823-5841

CAMPUS W~U;\lESSS C£;\ltER

:::: CAB ::::

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD

-Open faculty lots to students from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. as a shortterm solution to parking problems.
-Tear up all existing parking lots with sledgehammers and ban
all cars from campus property as a long-term parking solution.
-The bicycle police will be rehired as doormen.
Comment: Our campaign song is "After Hours" by the Velvet
Underground. If Clinton and Gore could reunite the worst rock
band ever, we want to reunite the best.

----------

• •
DIOD
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Student presidential
elections show one
need: a better system
ith student body presidential elections I
beingheld todayandtomorrow, this newspaper has traditionally taken this oppor-1
tunityto endorse the candidate which its editorial
staffsees as the bestandmostqualifiedcandidate.
Unfortunately, this year's race has been, to say
the least, tainted-tainted withdisqualifimtions,
acrusations and innuendo. The whole scenario
has left us in a position in which we see only one
realistic alternative: a thorough.and out.side investigation ofall charges as well as an equally intensive investigation ofthe system itse1£
With the disqualification of one of the tickets, there seems little need to make any endorsement. The election has tumedinto essentially a one-horse race.
The only competition now comes from two
write-in tickets, both of which have had only
one week to campaign from a basically unknown position. This is our first point: that the

W
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A look at ...........0 negati. .

51•des

time allotted to actual campaigning is ques~e
tionable at best. With only a week to get the ·
LW ~
.Y '
word out, an unknown candidate is put at an
extreme disadvantage.
promote their own interests. Last time I read the Bible,
Jon Sargent
That, however, is only the beginning of the
I never found a passage that condoned vio1ence, ethnic
cleansing
or oppression of any kind.
questions that surround this year's proreedings.
LOST IN SPACE
Yet
religion
is sometimes blamed for these horTowhatdegreedidpersonalitiesandpersonal selfue to recent opinions rible acts of man. ·Certainly many have been killed or
interests playin the scenario that the campus has
expressed in the Fu- persecuted in the "name" of religion. But just bewitnessed in the judicial board's proreedings?
ture, I feel compelled cause someone uses religion as a platform to legitiDuring the course of the ~t week, this publito re-address the issue ofreli- mize their atrocities doesn't mean the ideologies of
gion. My purpose in writing religion are to blame.
ration rereived anonymous phone calls and a
on this subject is to offer a
Pepple who use religion to blame or control others
letter areusing one of the candidates of felonies.
on
this
twist
its message until it no longer resembles its
different
perspective
Then there is the fact that many of the people
sometimes volatile issue.
intended purpose. Such behavior represents evil in its
involved in the hearings had less-than- oorclial
No other subject creates truest form: using something good as a disguise for an
relationships with thevecypeopletheywere hear- I
more controversy than reli- amoral purpose. People in this category- who falsely
gion, for it defines who we are assert their beliefs - can be legitimately criticized.
ingortestifyingagainst;inonemse,awitnesshad
as a people. It influences how When you specifically expose someone's hypocrisy or
acloseconnectionwiththepolitiralopponentofthe
we
view
ourselves,
others
and the world around us.
abuse of power, then an effective argument can be
people being tried.
So naturally, when people argue about beliefs, ten- made that such behavior is self-righteous or even
While the charges might be legitimate, what sions are bound to be created. While I believe debates ignorant. For example, there are certain people who
romes screaming through loud and clear is the regarding different beliefs are beneficial, every at- claim to be "Christians" and use the term as a euphesuspicion that motives beyond simply integrity · tempt must be made to express tolerance when you are mism to legitimize bombing abortion clinics, bashing
gays and espousing other obnoxious behavior.
may be involved in this entire situation. Then arguing for or against this issue.
When
tolerance
is
replaced
with
labeling
or
nameCriticizing people who exhibit this type ofhypocritithere is the question oftiming. ff these violations calling, your opinion is ultimately discredited.
cal behavior is one thing.
were known, why was a hearing held on a date
I cannot find fault in someone making a good-faith
But criticizing everyone who believes in God is
when any appeal proress would be futile at best? effort in explaining why they question a certain belief another.
Religion's image has been damaged by those who
When a situation smacks ofone-sidedness, it system. But when one labels everyone who believes in
God
as
ignorant,
such
an
opinion
is
totally
lacking
of
use
it to control or blame others. But the loving
becomes suspicious. The scenario we are now
·
message contained in all religions has always re- '
tolerance or good faith.
witnessing brings to mind terms such as "foreWhen someone resorts to this type of name-calling, mained the same.
gone conclusion," "kangaroo court" and "being what they're really doing is devaluing someone for
If anyone deserves to be called ignorant or selfrailroaded."
what they believe. Once you've done this, the point righteous, it's the people who use religion to hold people
And we could go on. However, we believe our you're trying to make is lost. It makes no difference how · hostage in order to promote their own agenda.
I would like to make it clear that a difference in
point has been made. As to our reco:qunendation, well your opinion niight have been written; you have
judged
an
entire
group
of
people
and
have
subjectively
beliefs
did not motivate me to write on this subject. On
we believe that, if Student Government is truly
drawn conclusions about their personalities.
the contrary, I find different opinions to be both stimuinterestedinmaintainingasemblenceofintegrity,
Once we devalue an entire group - whether it's lating and useful. I certainly cannot find fault with
it will delaytheelections until an independent and based on religion, race or any other classification - people solely because they are honest in expressing ,
neutral body of students, staff and perhaps com- nothing productive is accomplished. It only raises aware- their opinion.
But when honesty is tempered with badjudgment,
munitymembers can investigate both the acrusa- ness of the level of intolerance in our society.
The
next
issue
I
want
to address is the implication its credibility is severely damaged.
tionsofthe present situation as well as the machithat religion is the cause of most of the world's probIn my opinion, labeling everyone who believes in
nations behind the process itself ·
lems, such as war and social turmoil. I feel one has to God as ignorant instead of focusing of specific hypoThe president doesn't take office until May; a six distinguish between the ideology encompassing reli- critical behavior amounts to nothing more than inweek delay would go far in validating that office. gion and those who otherwise use it as a disguise to tolerance.
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Letters
CONDOM CONSCIOUSNESS

'

•

•

•

I really enjoyed the short condom scenario, "Condoms: Safe sex on campus,
how realistic is it? (January 21 issue)
written in the entertainment section.
And although I found it to be very
humerous, rm sure that this scenario
(not having a condom at that important
moment) can be extremely frustrating
and depressing for the persons involved.
I believe it is important for students,
both males and females, to be "prepared"
for such a situation, but sometimes special circumstances arise (ex: your roommate borrows that last condom you were
saving for that special night), and I agree
that students should have somewhere to
tum. I am proud to report that there is a
place for on-campus students to go after
4 p.m. (when the wellness center closes).
Any student living in the residence halls
can obtain a free condom any night (5
p.m. - 6 a.m.) from the duty resident
assistant or the duty resident hall
auxillary patrol by request. This service
has been available to students for several years, thanks to the UCF Housing

Department and the Wellness Center.
As a female resident assistant for the
past three years, I am just as concerned
with the need for women to be aware and
prepared, and I am pleased to note that
ladies have requested condoms from me
when needed. Although a student may
be hesitant to ask for a condom, both the
resident assistants and the residence
hall auxillary patrol maintain a strict
level of confidentiality, and in the end, it
is always better to be safe(r) than sorry.
Although this does not solve the problem for off-campus students, the nearest
7-11 will probably be closer to their apartmen ts than any location giving out
condoms. The other consideration for
safe sex on campus is the greek system.
Although I cannot speak on behalfof the
greeks, I am interested in hearing a
response concerning their availability of
condoms. Ifl am correct, I believe that I
have never seen a condom machine in
one of the fraternity houses.
While this option may seem strange,
. I feel that it would be an effective way for
a fraternity to keep its brothers safer.
The cost for the machine and supplies

could come out of dues, thus allowing a
brother to freely obtain a condom when
needed.Justanidea,anytakers?Forthe
sororities, I feel that the house mother
would be more ideal for obtaining
condoms (although a machine is not totally out of the question). I state this
because men are not allowed back in a
sorority sister's bedroom, so condoms
would only be neededJ;o prepare for a
future event, not an immediate one.
So, in responst: to your quesoon, "how
realistic is safe sex on campus?" I feel
that safer sex is entirely realistic within
the residence halls if students decide to
utilize the services provided. And I would
love to hear a response from a fraternity,
sorority or member of one. And just remember, when you're just about to slide
into home plat.e, it is always bett.er to be
"safe" than to be out of condoms. Play it
safe(r)!

Jennifer Greenis
Psychology

NO FAN OF GUTTMAN

tween Lynn Carswell and Dr. Guttman].
I just want to make my point clear. Lynn
Carswell is right to complain and let her
feelings be known if something offends
her. Yes, Dr. Guttman may have credentials, but so what? Is he above the law? Is
he not to be held accountable for what he
says?" I can fill t.en volumes about men
who fled and fought the crushes of racism Oynching, cross-burning, etc.) and
they are still held accountable for their
actions. I suggent Ms. Sandler (president of JSU) get her facts straight. Dr.
Guttman directed a derogatory question
to two people in the class, and he designed the question to hurt. He should
have direct.ed the question to the whole
class or spoken to Lynn privately ifwhat
she said hurt him so badly. Credentials,
religious pursuaders or t.enure does not
and should not exclude any person from
being held accountable for their actions.
It was true for Mayor Marion Barry,
William Hastle, Richard Nixon, and it
should hold true for Dr. Gutmann.

James Pierre

Unfortunately, we could go on forever
about [the incident that occurred be-

Educatio~

Tony Whitten
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Sometin1es pranks help us keep our sanity
Brian Costello
LE SOAPBOX
ubj~:

the grind/a responsefromKingBrian/
pranks. Hey yall!
Sony I didn't get anything
printed last week, rve been a
little busy. rm spending 18
. hoursadayplanning, researching, debating, shaking hands
and kissing babies. I wish I
could tell you why rm doing all
this but I don't want my buddiesin the Election Committee
to fine me; theyve been a little harsh (in an awfully
disorganized sort of way) to the opposition.
Oh well, as they say in France, c'est la vie.
This 18 hour-a-day, everyday kind of grind is wearing
me thin mentally and physically. Before this, I avoided
cigarettes like the plague. Butnow I find thatlneedatleast
lOpackstogetthroughtheday.Asimplejogupordownthe
stairs makes me whee7.e and cough up multi-colored
phlegm. My dyed black hair has now turned a sick shade
ofblue/grey (I look like a male version of Phyllis Schlafly or
Mama from "Mama's Family"). Before I go to sleep each
night I find that I have to consume a whole bottle of Wild
Turkey because it helps me RELAX!!
Additionally, the apartment's a mess. I think rm gonna
hire illegal aliens to clean it up and yes, they will be paid
under the table.
But I don't want to talk about that. Todays column will
be about the joy of pranks, but first, I feel compelled to
respond to the tot.al stranger who took it upon herself to
classify me as a "spoiled brat" in print because she misinterpreted my reaction to Vice-President Gore's postcard as
agenuine,honest-to-goodness"editorialtemper-tantrum."
King Brian, as you called me, hasn't thrown a temper

S

ofcop cars burning, a riot scene, thetype ofphoto that could
inspire anyone to question the Religious Right's vision of
the American Dream. Songs on Fresh Fruit for Rotting
Vegetables include~PoliceTruck"which describes Rodney
King-style beatings 13 years early; "Holiday in CamboTHAT LAST Sa/\JG wAS
dia," a song about those fun-loving, genocidal, American• SOMEONE'S .IDEA OF A J'OKE!
backed Khmer Rouge; along with "Kill the Poor," "Let's
Lynch the Landlord" and a pleasant little ditty entitled "I
Kill Children." The first line to come out of lead vocalist
Jello Biafra's mouth in "I Kill Children" is "God told me to
skin you alive!" Oh, to have been a fly on the wall when all
the religious radio programmers received their copies of a
Dead Kennedys' compact disc!
Now that's a prank. I wish I could shake the hand ofthe
personwhocausedthe"mix-up."Ithinkrdliketotakethat
person out to dinner - that person and the guy who 10
years ago used his computer modem to jam all of Jeny
Falwell's prayer/donation lines, temporarily derailingthe
Reverend Falwell's attempts to scam tax-free money from
the old and the poor.
In this day and age, when it's becoming clear that the
future for a lot of college graduates will be degrading days
tantrum since the Carter Administration. As I well know spent saying things like "Welcome to the International
(from compa8ng the President ofSG to a Latin American House ofPancakes. Would you like the RootyTooty, Fresh
dictator), it's not very wise to hurl slanderous labels at n Fruity?' or'Tm sony, Dr. Hitt, but the Slurpee machine
people you don't know. You obviously missed the point of is broken," pranks will become necessary to keep your
that column (that Gore and his staff seem to have this "let dignity, and perhaps your sanity.
them eat postcards" mentality), so let me suggestthatifyou
So why not be a real American and be a pain thederriere
intend to read anything else I write, please do yourself a of the military industrial complex? Put a dead fish in a
favor and look up the word SATIRE. Nuff said.
safety deposit box at your nearest greedhead S&L (by law
Well, anyway, what's left of this column will be about they can't open it up). In the midst of a heated classroom
pranks because, in aise you missed it, the prank of the discussio~ say something irrelevant like "Y~,but I don't
decade was recently pulled in Dallas.
like salad" (thanks Mario).
Itseemsthattherewasaslightmix-upatacompactdisc
Run for an elected office.
manufacturing plant. The wrong compact disc was sent to
Call your elected officials as&aces.
50 religious radio stations around the country. Instead of
The possibilities are endless. You'll be glad you did.
the latest release from the Benny Hinn experience or
I guess that's about all I have to say for this week. So let
what.ever, these stations received copies ofthe greatFresh me conclude by saying that I sincerely hope that you and
Fruit for Rotting Vegetables compact disc by the Dead yours had a fun and SAFE Big Lug Day last Wednesday.
Kennedys. The cover of the CD is a black and white photo
Bye now.

GOD DOES NOT UYlNT
YOU TO SKtN CHILREN
ALIVEt
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GREEK CORNER

ROOMMATES

FOR SALE

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Gangsters want to thank Jessica for a
great party Friday! Congratulations
brothers for making our field day the
best yet. Pledges contact brothers for
appt. Alpha Kappa Psi-the best just gets
better!!! Glad to be a brother of Alpha
Kappa Psi.

FN/S to share 3br, 2bath with two
students. $225+113 utilities. Great area.
3 miles from UCF! CalV leave message
678-4494.

Queen waterbed for sale with black
leather headboard call 366-8511.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON •
Friday night open bus ride downtown,
open to everyone. Saturday night Mardi
Gras party 1Oc2 at the house, the best
party South of New Orleans.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Teke's 2nd annual powder puff starts
this Wednesday with games on the
Educatuon green. Will AM be back-toback champs or will ZTA, AMI, LIT, or
~take the tide away!
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Alpha Phi Omega welcomes all our
pledges! Service project at Wekiva was
great. Keep up the good work.
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Pledges, tommorow you get to choose
a big brother. Speaker Ben Whisenant
will tell us WHow to make a million
dollarsw. The future looks bright! Proud
to be a Deltasig I

nKA
Great job Pike1 basketball-special
thanks to Sig Eps Ali and Pete for
chocking-nice going guys. Founders
Day was great, here's to twenty years
of excellence.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Thanks to ZTA, Mn, and TIB4> ... my tie
was a blast! Brothers & associates: highway cleanup Saturday. Lets take back
the service awardllf you're interested in
the emerging leaders conference,
contact an officer today. Softball and
hockey start soon. Contact ylark or
Peepster, respectively. The .winning
tradition continues ...ZAXI

CLUB INFO
AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon
SC 211.
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY
The Content of Christianity Discussion
every Wednesday, noon, room 214
Student Ceriter all are welcome. Fr.
Ashmun Brown, D. Min., Chaplain.
Hola Hispanol
HASA has its meetings every Tuesday
at 5pm in the SOL. For more info. call
Miguel 862-4121.

SWAT
SWAT members congratulations are
due for Ami Hartman and Larry Lenz
who will be getting married on
December of 1993. Ami Lenz does
sound like an appealing name.

Roommate needed Winter Springs area
2bedroom townhouse room for rent
$200 call 327-9264.
F roommate for working female Alafaya
Wds 212 apt With or w/o furn short or
longterm. Nonsmoking mature neat.
Move in now! Wend>j 382-3499 ext. 11.
Roomate needed to share house. Fully
furnished including washer & dryer.
$275+ 678-8616 Jeff.
Winter Springs-responsible male or
female to share 3br/2ba home. $250 +
utilities. 695-4871.
M/F N/S roomate needed asap 3bdr
2bh apt 2 min from UCF $152 & 1/3
utilities call 282-5949.

SIS blk waterbed w/hdbrd, heater, 4
drwr. pedisool, chose adapters call Jay
@ 281-6077 $100 obo.
212 condo, 1050 sq. ft., plus screened
balcony. The Colonies, 5.5 mi. UCF.
$29500. 645-5706.
Your defense against personal harm!
WSiren on a rope" attack alarm. For info.
caff Kirk Squires 679-6163.

AUTOS
Capri '82 ac stick must sell $500 obo
407-459-1228.

F roommate needed to share brand new
home 9mins from UCF garage private
bedroom and phone move in now
Sonia 240-7560.
Female rmmate needed to share 4bed
home $180 per mo. Low exps. Call
(407) 774-0676 or 249-3730 for
Michelle.

FOR RENT

'87 Chevy Cavalier Z24 red PS PB PW
PL air auto tilt cruise blk int. cloth
bucket ~eats 81 K miles 4 spk am/fm
cass good condition asking $4000 Mitch
277-7752 leave msg.
1987 lroc-Z Camara, 5.7, TPI, met.blue,
w/grey leather, t-tops, auto. chip, pw,
pdl, tilt, cruise, new brakes, 69k mile
$6999 657-5751
1979 Ford Pinto 30k org. mile, exe.
cond. $1000 call Lily 823-5650.

Free Apartment Finding Service
. Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc.
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

HELP WANTED

*Sherwood Forest*

312 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
2 bedroom, 2 bath, washer/d,Yer, walk
· to campus 12187 Descartes Ct. $425
per month call 695-3055.
Biweekly contract student apartment
very good rate please call 273"1500.

RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715. .
Greeks & Clubs $1000 an houri
Each member of your frat, sorority,
team, club, etc. pitches in just one
hour and your group can raise $1000
in just a few days! Plus a chance to
earn $1000 .for yourself! No cost. No
obligation. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.

Attractive 2 bedroom apt walk to UCF
420.00 a month 363,5636.
2B/2B, duplex, washer-dryer, close to
UCF, approx. $440. 365-3425.
For rent at Cambridge Cir. 2bd 2 1/2ba
townhouse washer and dryer $460 per
month plus discount 851-6195.
Walking distance to UCF 212 washer/
dryer ceiling fans, mini blinds, new
carpet $445mo. Call Gina 682-3477
days 380-1855eves. Avail 3/20/93.
For rent Sherwood Forest 3b2b $600/
mo. available 3/1 call 381-2188 pets ok

We copy all night

Come into the Kinko's listed between lOpm an? 7am and save on
in-store, self-serv~ Ma~intosh®computerrental tJ.me. One coupon per
customer. Not vahd with other offers. Good through May 31, 1993.

:

~s)~~s~shours

e copy center

Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home.
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700
Dept. FL-307.
Hairstylist: guaranteed hourly wage
bonuses, paid vac UCF area 380-2621
Business majors: make considerable
money marketing new & exciting
product! Call Kirk Squires 679-6163.

SERVICES
Why leave home to have your taxes
prepared? Call 679-4729 for FREE
pick-up & delivery. 5 yrs. experience
Larry Nethers' Tax Service.
Looking for a summ•r like you've
never had before? Why not try
summer camp! Camp Echo Lake in the
Adirondacks is looking for men &
women to be the most important
persons in a kids life for 8 weeks. If
you like kids & think you have something to offer why not give us a call.
Becky-Campus Rep-273-2934 or call
directly 914-472-5858.

VISNMASTERCARD
Guaranteed approval interest rate
as low as 8.5% bad credit, no
credit, no problem. Call 672-2416

ljf~

WP, EDITiNG:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

WOROMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same·day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast* Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.501678-6735
Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556

1

L!imt11i&ililirmm1m1mlThii&]l1f.®ffi~•~wrum11Antmfiil

Editing/Word Processing/WP 5.1/l.aser
fonts, spreadsheets, and graphs
available $1.45/pg base 366- 7356.
Typing .25 off per
$2.00-.25=only $1.75.
657-8516.

pg w/ad.
Call Lee

The Word Processor
Papers, resumes, theses.
Professional. Accurate. From $1.50.
Casselberry area. Nancy 339-1093.
Word processing Lotus 1-2-3, direct mail
advertising, mail merging, letters,
resumes, spread sheets, etc. Notary.
Desires work in my home. Wang
computer 671-3292 Barbara.
Term papers/Documents/Word
Processing. WP 5.1. UCF employee.
Fast, great rates. 677-1598.
Let me do your typing! Starts at $2 pg.
Resumes $10 first pg., on WP5.1
professional editing. 382-0505.

TUTORS
Accounting Tutor
CPA/former college instructor.
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

Experienced russian tutor/translator, all
levers, native speaker call Alona
677-4645.

OTHER
Spring Break Jamaica go to the
extreme! FREE parties, great cheap
food & drinks. Climb a waterfall swim in
the Caribbean from $299ea (MIA)
Reggae.Jam 800-UREGGAE SOG-8734423.

PERSONALS
On February 23 and 24 UCF students
· will choose their President. Take five
and vote. Just bring·student ID.

CLASSIFIED INFO
Due to Spring Break, there will not be
publications on March 9th & 11th. The
deadline for the March 16th issue will
be on March 5th by 4:00pm.

Writers
Wanted.
We are looking for students
Interested In sharpening
their writing skllls In all areas:
• :eatures

•sports
• oplnlon/edHorlal

All students

welcome.
Call 823-6397 for
further information.

fRlfNOS DON'T

lfT

For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.rn.

I~~

ill~

Pam Beasley 365-2569.

•news

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.

'1!

Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable.
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599.

TYPISTS

Nehi:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution

kiliko•s·
'
h
~t

t

Need money for college expenses?
Club Juana, upscale mens' nightclub
now hiring dancers & waitresses.
Good money no experience necessary
adjust hours to fit class schedule. Call
Mr. White 831-7717.

Mail postcards and get paid, easy,
proven program, for app. send $1 cash
& SASE, no other fees: Wealthy Ways
P.O. Box 182213 Casselberry, Fl
32718

Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

: 50 % off Mac rental I
I
I
I

Alaska Summer Employmentfisheries. Earn $600+/week in
canneries 01 $4,000+/month on fishing
boats. Free transportation! Room &
Board! Over 8,000 openings. Male or
Female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. A5418.

The Colorado Fondue Co. is now
accepting applications for wait-staff
positions. 436 Red Bug Rd. Goodings
Plaza 767-8232 between 12-3 wk days

Student Legal Services

For most of us, there just aren't
enough hours in a 9 to 5 day. We know
that there are times when you'll find
yourself working around the clock to get
an important project completed on
time. And thafs why we're open 24
hours a day... every day.

I 12215 University Blvd.
I A (Across from UCF)

House 3br2ba lake split plan vaulted
ceilings great room with formal dining &
living rooms dbl garage with opener
xtras $95900.00 657-6224

Looking for student to pub. the Insider
Magazine on campus & to manage
local concert series! We finance
start-up costs. Earn top income ($5-30
per hour) & gain valuable exp. Great
for mkting or advtsing major. Call
1-800-Scampus.

FundlX1

Lhrou~1

/\Cd;·:ty & Servicl' Fee by the Student Government

A~soci<1tion

fRlfNOS

DRIVf ORLIN~
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BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 12

•

Ordway, who never had the ball,
shoved Deibel twice, and both
benches cleared onto the field.
Order was quickly restored and
the game progressed without
further incident.
Rollins blew the game open
in the fifth inning. The Tars
got three runs off starting
pitcher Jimmy Stm. Rollins
catcher Mike Cecere capped
off the inning with a two-run
single. UCFreliefpitcherJules
Van Landuyt didn't fare much
better in the inning. He came
into the game and gave up a
two-run double toJ oe Iarrobino
to give the Tars a five-run lead.
Rollins continued their tear
in the sixth inning, scoring
three more runs. UCF tried to
make a game of it, scoring four
runs in the seventh, but the
deficit was to great to conquer.
The loss to Rollins came after
a 3-2 victory over the Florida
Institute of Technology Panthers at home Friday.
The Knights never trailed
the Panthers (2-1). The
Knights got on board in the
third inning. Golden led the
inning off with a walk. He advanced to third on a single by
third baseman Frank Fucile.
Golden then scored on a single
by shortstop Rich Lawrence.
Fucile continued the run
when he scored when center
fielder Mark Whittemore
reached first on an error by
FIT first baseman Paul

Caropreso. Whittemore was
brought home when FIT's
catcher threw the ball away on
a routine play at third. The
Diamond Knights would never
relinquish the lead.
Starting pitcher Mike
Halperin pitched five nearly
flawless innings for the Knights.
He threw nine strike outs in five
and two-thirds innings including a no-hitter into the fourth
inning. He left the game after
giving up only four hits.
Schlutt relieved Halperin for
his first save opportunity. He
pitched three and one-third innings,allowingonlytwohits while
throwing three strikeouts.
"I have a lot of confidence in
Jason," Bergman said. "He just
does better out of the pen_then
starting. He worries a lot and
gets over anxious."
Schlutt agreed with Bergman.
"With relieving, I don't have
to think about it because I'll
never know when I'm going
in," Schlutt said.· "When I'm
starting, I have five days to
think about it. I think I have
found my home."
FIT put up an effort in the
sixth inning but fell short,
when Schlutt struck out FIT
second
baseman
Phil
Campbell.
Even though he admitted he
didn't know much about the
Knights, FIT Head Coach Les Hall
was impressed with the Knights.
'They were a different type of
team then we're used to playing,"
Hall said. "Theyrun and bunt a lot
and their pitching is quite good."

DISC GOLF

UCF3,FIT2

FIT
UCF

FROM PAGE 12

000002 000-2 6 3
003 000 OOx-3 5 1

Pitchers- UCF Halprin W, 2-1
and Schlutt, S-1; FIT Stephens
L, 0-1. Hitters - UCF:
Whittemore 1-4, Golden 1-2,
Lawrence 1-3 RBI; FIT:
Facterman 2-5, Driskell 24,Caropreso 1-3. Records UCF 5 ..4, FIT 2-1

Rollins 11, UCF 7
UCF 000 300 400 - 7 10 1
Rollins 000 535 OOx-1114 4
Pitchers -UCf:Still L, 2-1,
Van Landuyt, Schneiderm
Reigert. Rollins: Fleetham W,
2-1, Livingston, Scales. Hitters-UCF: Tocco 2-5 2RBI,
Angulo 3-5 4 RBI 2B, Lawrence
1-2; Rollins: Rich 2-4, Peck'l-4
2RBI, Cecere 2-5 2RBI 2B,
Bums 2-4 RBI. Records: UCF
5-5, Rollins 5-4

member ofthe Professional Disc
Golf Association and the current locksmith at the Physical
Plant designed a course with
regulation baskets that wound
through what is now the parking lot next to the Education
Building. It was redesigned two
years ago to accommodate the
new lot.
Clad with your battle gear,
you're ready to head to the course.
The first tee is next to .the first
parking lot on the right on Gemini
coming from University Boulevard. You quirkly oonfronta problem on the first hole, two large
bushes that block the straight
route. A high throw over them
won't go too far, so your best bet is
going around and taking your
chances. You can curse the designerforputtingthe third basket
right behind a big oak tree. After
crossing the street, the next few
holes are fairly easy par threes,
straight with little room for error
that wind north towards the Visual Arts Btiilding.

'Ihe 10th hole, thefirstparfour,
is long, virtuallytreeless and actually has a water h87.8J'd, a tiny
shallow pond near the basket.
Following the 13th hole is a long
run of par fours. Novices should
pick up a oouple of pars here.
You cross the street again
after the 16th. Holes 17 and 18
are nothing but trees with an·
intermittent open space. The
finishingholeisjust20feetfrom
the first tee.
The course isn't really difficult for a beginner. The first
time player will probably have
the most problems putting. The
game is much harder than it
looks, but is growing in popularity as a relaxing pastime.
Disc golfhas a good following
among UCF students. Graduate student Brad Tallon usually
plays between his classes.
"Disc golf is great for relieving tension, stress or anger," he
said while unleashing a mighty
drive on the fourth hole. "I take
all that out on the disc. It's great
and it's so quiet out here."
Call Recreational Services at
823-2408 for more information.

UCF 2, Rollins 1

Recreational Services Spring Sports Schedule
Rollins 000 000 010 0-1 7 1
UCF 001 000 000 1-2 7 1
Pitchei:s-UCF: Wagner,
Schlutt W 1-1 Rollins: Smith,
Forsythe L 0-1. Hitters-UCF
Golden 3-3,.Marrillia, 2-5 RBI,
Garcia 1-2 RBI Rollins: Rich
1-5, Deibel 2-4, Iarrobino .1-4
2B. Recrirds-UCF 6-5, Rollins
5-5.

Sign-up Deadline

Event
Softball
Floor Hockey
Racquetball
Singles "A"
Racquetball
Siungles "B"

Playing Dates

Feb.23
Feb.24
Mar. 19

Mar. 1-Apr. 27
Mar. 1-Apr. 27
Mar. 20

Mar. 26.

Mar. 27

Call 823-2408 to sign-up for these leagues orformore information
on these .or any other service offered by Recreational Services.

•

Joe Justin

Chris Marlin

•

Director of SG Public Relations for 2years
Chair, Spirit Task Force
Chair. Student Safety Task Force
Co-Chair. Vision '92
U11iver.1ity Scholarship Committee
Student Presidential Search Committee
Ul:F Strategic Planning Council
UCF Marketing Task Force

Justice, SG Judicial Council
3 years Student Senator
Chair, Legislative, Judicial, and Rules Committee
Consultants for Effective Leadership (CEL)
Chief Author of Senatorial Constituency
Requirements

Customers Deserye Seryice...
WE WILL •seeto it that an All-in-One card system is adopted
• form aStudent Consumer Action Committee to ensure that
your complaints do not go unanswered • set-up an easy
access, highly publicized SGA Hotline to answer your questions and act on your suggestions to improve SG services •
mold a new and effective Transfer Orientation Program.

There Will Be Opportunity...

We're Here to Learn ...

assist in the creation of a
Student Alwnni Association for students to capitalize on current alumni
contacts in the workplace• host resume
and job-getting workshops • open up
the advantages of Chamber of Commerce me~1bership to all students.

•work to extend library hours at
critical use times• see that an amnesty period
is established for the return of late library
books• advocate a year-round trimester academic calendar for quicker degree completion •continue the fight for quality academic
advising• work for aRFAL DEAD WEEK with nc
quizzes, tests, or new materiais • publish
course guides prior to Fall '93.

WE WILL •

•
pe1sonalizcd financial aid
advisement • access Bookstore profits. generated by
students. for special projects
that will directly benefit students • continue to lobby
Tallahassee for a better
funded system of higher
education while keeping
your tuition low.

9

WE WILL

Adyocacy Is Service...

• represent students on nearly 50 Univerr
~
sit'f and Community-wide
"We have the experience, knowledge, and vision to lead Student Government into committees and publish
its 25th year of service. Food service reform, women's issues, diversity concerns, those meeting times so you
campus safety, and communication improvements are all issues we consider can attend • work for the full
important...issues we can impact. We believe in honest student service and will implementation of the
see that a comprehensive accountability plan is formalized for all student serAmerican Disabilities Act •
vants.
fight for the rights of non"- We want to lead this student body and serve it. Our Qu1i Priority is Progress." .) traditional and graduate students.
WE WILL

10
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WINIER
Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

PARK o\jolo]<>

AIJ, UCF ~00
·STUDENfS

· Belz Factory
· Outlet World
Mall 2

OUTLET·

363-4670

100/c. ·student discount on regular -merchandise with UCF ID

.

Arbour Village Apartn1ents

2 for 1 larg~ daiquiris
an Davor

The freshness of country living with the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF.
• 2 laundry facilities
• 2 swimming pools
•Professional management
•Exercise Room

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

1
•

.
Arbour Village... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.
~~

• Oversized walk-in closets
.small pets accepted - ·
•Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts .
•Sauna

$1 Toote..s
*Blue Ka111ikaze *Sex on the Beach
· · ·- . $1 Jello·Shots .

FURNISHED APARTMEN:r~·~VAILABLE
11600 MacKay Boulevard• Orlando, Florida 3i826

310 S. Park Avenue
647-8719

( 407) 282-7333
·'

Bri~ yea bike to tbe

-

1111ll'IMIS l1)0bile repai service Evay Wed)esday , 9- 2 Pl>• aaoss frOO) tl)e Wld Pizza-<JCF C111JPUS

r-------------------------,
.

Bring in this. coupon and receive

1

.:

4 Free Jello Shots

:

I
I

on Tuesday Only

I
I

1

Must be 21 Years Old to Enter

L-------------------------~

Editor in CAief

/

The Editor in Chief is responsible for the editorial department of
The Central Florida Future. He I she determines editorial content
and policies, appoints a managing editor and serves ·as a
member of the paper's Board of Publications. Journalism and
management backgrounds are strongly recommended.

Business Manager
The Business Manager is responsible for the management of
the Future's business office. He I she appoints and supervises
an advertising manager and a staff of student advertising
represenatives and serves as a member of the Board of
Publications. A background in business is strongly recommended.
For more information about the position ofeditor in chief, contact Bill Cushing at823-6397.
For more information about the business manager, call Tisha Valeiy at 823-2601.

•
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· Magic pointing to playoffs
•

total from 20'2 last season 1n 285
so far this year.
But the flip-side is they are
havingmoreproblemsondefense.
While allowing less points soored
against them per game, they've
had almost 100 more turnovers
this year, giving them the league
lead in this dubious category.
The Magic continue to be
plagued by inconsistent play due
toplayerinjuries. BrianWilliams
has only played in six games this
seasonandonlyaverages4.5minutes a game when he does play.
Terry Catledge suffered a broken
hand early in the season and has
been active in only 21 games.
Dennis Scott has also seen extended time on the injured list
Thestartingfivehavealsobeen
inconsistent, with O'Neal being
the only starter with job security.
Position shuffling has made it
difficult to get into a rhythm.
O'Neal, whowentdowninfranchise history as the first Magic
player to go to the All-Star game,
has been credited with most ofthe
statisticalimprovement.s.Andfor

Jenny Duncanson
I

•

MAGIC MANEUVERS
I

This was to be a big season for
the four-year-old Orlando Magic.
., After Orlando won the draft lotteiy, talk began of the Magic finally making the playoffs. The
signingofShaquille O'Nealfueled
• these hopes. But as the season
goes inro the home stretch, the
Magic must stay on pace 1n secure
a a berth in post season action.
CurrentlytheMagicare seat.ed
seventh in the Eastern Confer• ence. Eight teams qualify for the
playoffs.
A comparis9n between this
• yem'sand last yem's breaks highlight the Magic's main probleminconsistency. They have upped
theirpoint.spergameaveragefrom
• 103.3in1992to 108.3 forthisyear.
They are over .500 in the win-loss
category (24-23), with twice as
many wins as they had at the
breaklastseason.Meanwhile, they
have increased their blocked shot

the most part, he is a consistent
player. Hehas startedevery game
and averages 24 ppg. He has
blocked 188 shots and has a 14.3
rebounds per game average.
O'Neal's weakness is at the charity stripe. He is only shooting 58
percent from the line. And, as is
common with centers, t:hree-pointers are not his forte. But, his consistency is not the key to putting a
successful finish on the year.
O'Neal needs support Nick
Anderson turns in about 19 ppg,
Scott posts a 17.5 average and
Scott Skiles has a 16.1 average.
But after that, no player averages
more than eight ppg. If O'Neal is
the only player with a good game,
the Magic wm lose. If O'Neal,
Anderson and Skiles all contribute bigpoint.s, Orlando should win.
The Magic face the Portland
TrailBlazersattheOrlandoArena
tonight The Chicago Bulls make
a return to 0-Town Thursday.
FollowingtheBullsgame, Orlando
travels to Washington. Sunday's
home game versus the San AntonioSpurswillbetelevisedonNBC.

Shaquille O'Neal scored 14 points in Sunday's NBA
All-Star game. cDc.Hoog1FuruRE)

•
< 1992 The Olive Garden Reslauranfs

•

HERE'S ACOURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS.
I

ALL
I
YOU
!
CAN
"
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD,
& BREADSTICKS

DR. MONICA PETITH

I

•

Licensed Psychologist & Psychoanalyst
with over twenty years experience

HELPING MEN &WOMEN
IMPROVE TH.Em MOST
IMPORTANT RElATIONSlllPS
ANALYTIC ASSOCIATES

1850 Lee Road, Winter Park

740-8080

$5.25

WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM

Talk about a heavy course load .. If you're a UCF student or staff
member, just show us your ID and we'll give you,all-you-can-eat
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad
and warm garlic breadsticks.
~•
It's all just $5.25. And you
--,,-.c,~
~
don't have to be a math
~
major to figure out that
~

O'!.-..

that's a great deal.

\t\'HERE

ITALIAN

I

.._R

HESTAl JKAN-J

Ai .i .THE REST OF l1AIY Is Yol rRs.~

Available only at:
Orlando, E. Colonial Dr., just east of Alafaya Trail, 381-8084.

·,.
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Diamond Knights clip
F1T, split pair with Rollins
"I was seeing the ball better
"We played good defense and
today,"
Golden
said.
had
great pitching," said UCF
~TAFF REPORTER
Leading the charge in the HeadCoachJayBergman. "You
Last year, the University of extrainningswasfirstbaseman have to have those things to
Wisconsin dropped its base- Gabby Angulo. Leading off the win.Wearegoingtohavealotof
ball program. Because of this, lOthinning,Angulo singiedand one run games."
Joe Wagner and Jason Schlutt proce.eded to take second and
The win was revenge for the
transferred to UCF. On Sun- third on wild pitches. He scored Knights. On Saturday, the Tars
day, the pair pitched the Dia- on a bunt by third baseman Eddy . beat the Knights in an offensive
mond Knights to a victory over Garcia, giving the Knights (6-5) battle, 11-7, at Alfond Stadium
the Rollins Tars, 2-1, in extra the win.
in Wint.er Park.
innings at the UCF Baseball
For most of the game, it was
Thegamelookedlikeitwould
Complex.
a pitcher's duel. Theonlyrunin be a pitcher's battle until the
Schlutt came out of the thefirstninecamewhencatcher fourth inning. UCF started the
bullpen to shut down the Tars Matt Wallace scored in thethird scorefest off with back-to-back
(5-5). AfterrelievingWagnerin inning offa single by right fielder home runs by Angulo and desigthe seventh, Schlutt allowed a Tony Marrillia. Marrillia is av- nated hitter Todd Tocco in the
sacrifice boot and an RBI single eraging .667 with runners in bottom of the fourth. A bunt by
to tie the game at one. The Tars scoringposition. Asa t.eam, UCF UCF right fielder Matt Amman
would get no more. Schlutt pro- is hitting .5 71 with runners in and an error by Rollins' pitcher
ceeded to mow down the next scoring position.
Ben Fleetham gave the Knights
seven batters, striking out six,
After that run, both t.eams a three-run lead.
including five in a row.
Rollins came right back and
played hard defense and were
"I had the slider going today. aidedbystrongpitching.Aftera tied the game with a three run
I think I struck two out with it," hit in the fourth by Rollins, nei- fourth inning. The umpires alSchlutt said. l#fhis weekend has ther team got a hit until the most lost control when Rollins'
givenme abigconfidenceboost." seventh when Rollins' center left fielder Todd Deibel slid into
Offensively, the game was fielder Sonny Sudler cracked a home applying a forearm into
powered by second baseman Eric single into right field. UCF · UCF catcher Sean Ordway.
Golden. Golden went 3-3 in the would not get a hit again until
BASEBALL continued page 9
game with two walks.
the ninth.
by Alan Byrd

(

-;~

· ·;;;

(

Diamond Knights' co-captain Eric Golden has sparked
UCF through the season's first 11 games. <Lee1FuruREJ

Stetson, FIU drop ailing Lady Knights in TAAC play
by Jenni Malone
STAFF REPORTER

The Lady Knights, who have been
plagued by injuries and absenses, are in
the midst of the toughest part of their
season, a five-game conference schedule.
The women were trying to regroup
from last week~ s tough loss at Mercer
and overcome a five game losing streak
when they faced the Lady Hatt.ers from
Stetson University Thursday night.
St.etson (7-16, 4-6) sits one place above
UCF at the bottom ofthe Trans America
Athletic Conference standings.
The Lady Knights came out strong in
this cross-state rivalry. UCF jumped
out to a lead and went to the locker room
with a 42-36 lead. The women could not
keep up their first half momentum and
the Lady Hatters rallied and denied
UCF their fourth victory, 75-66. In the
process, the Lady Knights surpassed
the program record of 2, 777 points
scored in a season.

UCF Assistant Coach Brinda Green
smd the team's great play in practice all
week did not carry over into the game.
'They fell flat," Green said 'The coachingstaffisdoingwhattheyneed to do to give
theplayersco¢idence ... the players need to
believe in themselves."
Green added that defensively the Lady
Knight just stood around. Wfhey gave
away too many second shots and they
didn't move like they should. We c.ould
have done better. We had an off night
offensively and defensively."
The Lady Knights were led by sophomore LaTonya Johnson, who netted a career-high 21 points and grabbed nine rebounds. Freshman Missy Briscoe, who was
still bothered by an injured knee, added 11,
whilejuniorTriciaDuncan totaled lOpoints
and two rebounds. The Lady Hatters were .
led by Lam.ilia Ford with 13 points and Kim
Lucas with 12 points.
In their last home game of the season,
the women faced the Golden Panthersfrom
Florida International University (19-5, 11-

0). Saturday night, the Lady Knigh~(3-22,
2-8) had to play without two of their offen-

sive leaders; Missy Briscoe, the t.eam' s leading scorer, was out with a knee injury and
LaTonya Johnson was given a leave of
absence for a family emergency.
The Lady Knights made the Golden
Panthers work for the 81-62 victory,
with three UCF players scoring in
double digits. Junior Tara Gibson had
a career high 20 points, seven assists
and five steals. Junior Tricia Duncan
added 17 points, five rebounds and five
assists and freshman Lonnette Frazier
contributed 15 points and 10 rebounds.
But they could not stop the Golden
Panthers' Andrea Nagy and Alhena
Branzovab who had 21and17 points
respectively.
·
The Golden Panthers have already
clinched their second consecutive regu~
lar season TAAC ChampionsQip.
UCF Head' Coach Jerry Richardson
thought the women played well under
the circumstances.

"We were shorthanded,"Richardson said.
"We did well with what we had."
<
The Lady Knights will travel to
South Carolina and take on College of
Charleston Thursday night. UCF beat
the Lady Cougars 64-57 at the UCF
Arena Jan. 28.
Stetson (75)
Ford 5-<i 3-<i 13, Lucas 4-114·8 12, Smalls 3-6 3-4 9, Trenkle3-8 2-4
8, Lever 2-4 2-2 8, Milton 2-2 2-2 6, Follis 2-9 0-05,KnaJr1·5 2-5 4,
Schindler2-5 0-3 4, Moriarty 2-7 0-0 4, Manton 1-10-02, Totals 2764 18-34 75.
UCFC66)
Johnson 8-13 5-6 21, Briscoe4-13 2-2 11, Duncan 5-140-010, Batz
3-8 2-2 8, Gib110n 2-9 2-4 7, Frazier 2-10 2-2 6, Nuxol 1-4 0-0 2,
Rockwell 0-0 1·2 2, Tsinnie 0-0 0-0 0, Totals 25-7114-18 66.
Halftime • UCF 42, Steteon 36. 3-point goal11- UCF 2-6 (Gib&on 1·3,
Briacoel·2,Duncan0.l),Sreteon3-15(Lever2-4,Lucas0.l,Moriarty
0.2, Follis 1-8). ~bounds- Stetson 48 (Trenkle 9) UCF 45 (Johnson
9), Assists- Stetson 16 (Lucas, Knauff, Follis 4) U<if' 14 (Gibson 8),
FIU(81)
Nagy 8-15 5-6 21, Branzova 8-15 1-2 17, Pokorna 8-21 0-0 16,
Sedlacek 5-7 0-0 12,Jaksch 2-3 1·2 5, Godboldte 1-3 2-3 4, Mataka&
2-4 0-0 4, Roachl-3 0-0 2, Au~r 0.2 0.0 0, Totals 35-73 9-13 81.
UCF(62)
Gibson 8-16 2-5 20, Duncan 8-181-317, Frazier3-12 9-10 15, Batz
3-5 0.16, Nuxol 1-6 0.12, Rockwell 1-3 0.0 2, Briscoe 0-10-0 0,
Tsinnie 0-3 0-0 0, Totals 24-64 12-20 62.
Halftime • FIU 46, UCF 3L 3-point goals- UCF 2-8 (Gibson 2-7,
Tsinnie 0-1) FIU 2-11 (Sedlacek 2-3, Branzova 0-1, Nagy 0.2,
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and Southern had five scorers in double
figures. The Jags also beat the Knights
on defense, stealing the ball 14 times.

QUICK FACTS
SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

JAGUARS
Location: Baton Rouge
Enrollment: 9,916
Head Coach: Ben Jobe, sixth year
Leading Scorer: Leonard Whit.e,
20ppg
Grune Time: 7:30 p.m. in the UCF
Arena

UCFsRecreationalServiresdepartment
can provide you with a way to kill a lazy

afternoon.
Rec Services offers an int.eresting diversion which is challenging, fun, involved and
relaxing. Disc golfis a sport that's free and
allowsyoutogetinalittleexerciseandfresh
air without exerting yourself too much.
UCFs disc golf course is locat.ed along
Gemini Boulevard between University and
Alafaya. It plays to a par of60 and stretches
4,590 feet (sorry, no golf carts available).
The targets are four-foot high baskets with
yellow and gray chains. The object is to
simply hit the chains and have the disc fall
ill the basket.

MAGIC MID-SEASON UPDATE page 11

<

(

<

Pokonu:.0-5).~bounds- UCF35(Frazier10), FlU 44(Branzova 17).
A.18iat&- UCF 15 (Gibson 7), F!U 27 (Nagy 12).

Running Knights take on Jags Tee off on UCF's disc golf course
The game does not require mum equi,P.by Ken Jackson
ment,
just a simple plastic disc. AlthougD
Wednesday at the UCF Arena
it's all right to play with your eveiyday
Staff Report
Last time the t.eams met, the Southern University Jaguars embarrassed
the Running Knights in Baton Rouge,
La. 127-91.
This time, the Jaguars come to the
UCF Arena on Wednesday night to
take on UCF's men's basketball team.
The Jaguars have been playing good
ba sketball, running their record to an
impressive 14-8,while losing only two
games since their February meeting
with UCF.
Southern is led by Leonard Whit.e,
who is averaging 20 points per game.
Against UCF, White scored 21 points

l

grooveddiscus,discgolfsareflatter,slightly
heavierandhavenogrooveonthebottom.
Regular discs are light and sometimes
bounce off the chains. Like regular golf
clubs, you can buy drivers (to tee off with),
wedges (for high shots over trees) and of
course, putters. Most of these retail for
ab0ut$10.
Twelve years ago, a course was started
that stretched through campus with trees
and telephone poles as targets. (In fact,
the 18thholecrossedthereflectingpond).
In 1985, after receiving funding from
Student Government, Marshall Scribner,
DISC GOLF continued page 9
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Above: Steve Blanchard brings a new,
but traditional, look to the part of Sir
Lancelot in "Camelot." Right: Robert
Goulet as King Arthur knights Lancelot
(Blanchard) as Queen Guenevere
(Patricia Kies) looks on. (courtesyAee salters co.)

•

Blanchard follows Goulet as Lancelot
There is pressure and there is pressure.
A good deflnitbri of pressure might be playing Stanley in
a version of "Streetcar Named Desire" - with Brando
directing the' prod.tction. Wlen ·Lerner & ~·s musical
"panelotl' $tartS its Orlando rm 'this evening, the part of,
~t-the ROoodTable's most perfect and most flawed
knght-is~prayedby$teve BtanchaFd M~nvvhile, the
'part of KingAfthlr, J.ancelot's leige, is pqrtrayed this tine out

bYRdlertGoolet, the~Si\198"~°':whoestablished
his ,own car1eet nthe'PEl!t of Lancelot on BrocrlNay in the
1960s When Richard Burton PaYed Arthu:'·
Everyone talks about the pressure.

"

.·

Everyone except Blanchard.
His priorities are slightly different.
,
"I'm looking forward to getting sick on the rides at
Disney World," he said. He admitted to never seeing the
musical and just watched a video of the movie starring
Richard Harris last week.
Although Goulet would give "an occasional word of
advice," he never imposed his own interpretation of the
part on Blanchard.

,

\,

"I did some research," he said. "It'~ a wonderful time
period £and1 Goulet has given me hints and helpful notes
for some of the stuff I didn't know. We hit it off really well;
we play golf together."
It's just as well. There is the matter of how differently
the a1.1diences (even those who might· recall the '60s
! version> might perceiv~ the two actQrS. Goulet is a dark
looking tenor; Branchard is a tall, blond baritone. ·
Part of Btanchard~s calm demeanorcan be attributed to
the fact that Goulet is not the first "big name" he has
worked with. Previously, he performed in a national tour
of "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum"
with Mickey Rooney and has a number of appeamaces on
television specials under his belt.
Originally from a small Maryland town outside of
Washington, D.C .• Blanchard studied theater arts at the
University of Maryland at College Park.
He l11C7Ved to New York City n 1981 and landed his first
Broadway part three years later, play!ng.Armus in "The Three

CAMELOT continued page F2
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FROM PAGE F1
Musketeers." By 1987 he caught
the eye of television stuOIOS after
playing in soaps and 1V series. He
vvent to Los Angeles in 1987 and
loved it so much, he stayed there for
five years.
"I really enjoy doing 1V and film,"
he said, calling himself .. an actorwho
sings. I can'tdenywhat I do musically
on the stage. I seem to work more in
thetheater,sowhynotgowiththat?"
There are, of course, some roles
Blanchard has his eye on for the
future.
"I think I'd like to do Judas in
'(Jesus Christ:) Superstar' once,"
hesaid. "AlsoBiHyBigelowin 'Carousel.' That would be hp."
The reasons? Billy Bigelow is not
generally a tenor and, as a blond
actor, hewouldbeveryanon-Semitic
Judas - although he did portray
Judas in Washington, D.C.'s production of .. Godspell."
For the moment, however, he is
Lancelot.
"I sort of stumbled into this role by
accident." he admitted. "I sat back
and decided I could either choke or
go for it. So I went for it."
The appeal of the part seems to
be more in the story than in the
personality.
"It's still pretty much your standard kird of homespun musical,"
Blanchard observes in an age where
computerized and h~tech sets seem
toovershadowliveproductions. "The
appeal of the show is that it's about
therelationshipbetweenthreepeople
who come into the show with very,
very strong sets of values and ideals
and, by the erd of the show, all three
have had their ideals crushed. It's
extremely tragic in a way." ·
"Most of all, what has been said
about the show is havv we are doing
a show about the Dark Ages ard a
man who has avision about that," he
noted, then points out that current
times show such events as battles in
Bosnia over disputed borders. "It's
strange. It's reaHy strange that something that is this old [shows howl
we' restilldealingwiththe same things
in 1993."
Proving how current the story
really is.
• bill cushing
editor in chief

~

UNFORTUNATELY; TmS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving fo~ retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TlAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current faxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income-especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

Benefit""'!' from UUc deferral: Call our SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, e:a. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it!M
, CREF artificatuan iJi.rtributeiJ by TIAA-CREF lndivifiual ~nd IMtitutional Saviru. For mort computt information, incliulin,q tba~qt.r anh.TptMe.t, call I 800-842-27JJ, ext. 8016
for a pro.rptclu.r. Rto.iJ tbt pro.rptc/u.r cartful(v btfort .V_Pu ini•t,rl 1>r .rencl mPnq.
--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---.

The Central Florida Future has unlimited opportunities for advertising representatives. Payment is made on a generous commission basis and the only requirements are a positive and mo,tivated
personality. Call Bill or Tisha at 823-2602.

WI.N GS
NOW WITH TWO
HAPPY HOURS

Monday - Friday

4-7 PM

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices-from the
guaranteed security of TI.AA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF 's variable annuity-all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why writ~ off the chance for a more
reward,i ng retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

New Late Night
Happy Hour
Every Night
11 PM to Close

This is The
Multiple Choice Question
Our GMAT Course
Really Prepares You For
D

The Standard Graduate School of Business
(Stanford University)

D

The Wharton School
University of Pennsylvania

D

J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management
(Northwestern University)

D
D

Columbia Business School
(Columbia University)
All of the Above

KAPLAN'

The answer to the test question.

Watch all the Magic Games Here on a Big Screen and 5 Monitors.

DEAN AND UNIVERSITY 677-1004

We offer prep courses for the PSAT, SAT, ACT, LSAT,
GMAT, GRE and MCAT tests at over 150 locations worldwide.
For more information call 1-800-KAP-TEST
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Army of Darkness' a classic, fun-filled B-movie

Bruce Campbell, as Ash, fights his way through ''The Army of Darkness" in order to return to reality. (courtesytuniversal)

The dead rise from their graves. A demon
goes crazy in a discount department store.
Little pygmies on a mission from Satan
attempt to destroy our hero. Ash, before he
reaches his goal: to retrieve the book of
Neckron. The whole medieval world seems
.on the edge of annihilation and what does
our hero say?
"Groovy!"
Is it a satanic version of "Monty Python
and the Holy Grail?"
No, it's directorSam Raimi' s C" Darkman ")
action packed, B-movie comedy, "Army of
Darkness." The film is about a pissed-off
clerk who becomes a middle-age god with
women at his feet. a mechanical hand, an
evil twin and a sawed-off shotgun.
"Army of Darkness," although clearly
confined in its genre, is the most entertaining, no-holds-barred action flick I've
seen since "Terminator2: Judgment Day."
The visuals. combined with the low-brow
humor, add up to a purely exhilarating
movie experience.

Bruce Campbell's performance as Ash
the brash, egotistical , "who the hell are
you?" kind of character is similar to
Harrison Ford's role as Han Solo in the
"Star Wars" films. He is very good at
cracking one liners, beating medieval
witches to death and soothing his women
with sensitive pillow talk like, "Give me
some sugar, baby!"
Through a special effect extravaganza,
Raimi leaves the audience with little time to
catch its breath. From exploding skeletons
to somersaulting demons, the film is structured to never let the mind wander.
And, for all you Bridget Fonda fans, she
cameos as Campbell's love interest, but
she is quickly killed off in the opening credits.
"Army of Darkness" is an excellent,
action-packed B-movie with plenty of love,
war and laughter. For B-movie fans, "Army
of Darkness" is a must-see.
• tim wassbery
central florida future

Music offers new Medicine for Young, Dinosaur affliction
Medicine
Shot Forth Sell Living
(Def American)
•
. +

Dinosaur Jr
Where You Been
<Si rel

•

.

Just how much influence does Neil
Young have on today's music? Let's see.
He is the godfather of grunge, and many
hot alternative bands, such as Sonic Youth,
cite him as their prime influence.
Dinosaur Jr's new album, Vv11ere You
Been, is another, and it rises to remarkable results.
The 10-song album is a brilliant ode to
Young. The songs are about loneliness,
depression and anger. The music is a
faster rendition of Neil Young's band
Crazy Horse. Even J Mascis's <Dinosaur Jr's leader) voice dawns a close
resemblance to that of Young's golden
whimper.
The songs are mostly about the anger
and frustration of marital infidelity.
The first song, "Out There," is an angry
cry about a husband searching for his
cheating wife. The single, "What Else Is
New," about the annoyance of excuses,
is a biting parable on today's relationships.
In "Not The Same," a song about
sexual disappointment. Mascis sings with
a high-pitched voice, reminiscent of the
Neil Young of Harvest.
But the album is a step above a Neil
Young imitation. Instead of trying to be like
Neil Young, Dinosaur Jr seems more focused on making their own message.
Mascis's guitar solos symbolize isolation and retreat, perhaps even sanctuary,
and the overall message of the album is
somewhat positive.
This is one of the best albums I have
heard in a while, and it is going to be hard
to top in 1993.

•eyal goldshmid
central florida future

The album Shot Forth Self Living, by
Medicine, is the best sounding album I
have heard since My Bloody Valentine's
1991 album, Loveless. They have made
feedback an art form and layer wave upon
wave of it to create a wholly original
sound.
Their songs are long· emotional blasts
of music and sound mixed ·in with morbid
and insane, yet meaningful, lyrics. The
first song on the album, "One More" is a
brooding .tune about the death of a lover
which hintsofnecrophelia. "A Short Happy
Life," one of the best songs on th.e album,
is a catchy hook about suicide at an early
age.
In fact, most of the songs are depressing or psychotic, yet the music seems to
uplift the mood. There are some danceable
tunes as well, like · "5ive" and "Sweet
Explosion," that ring with perversity with
the undertones of remorse. Then there is
the brooding hook, "Aruca," about the
death of a young girl.
The album closes with "Christmas
Song," the band's melancholy rendition
of the nativity story.

Overall, Shot Forth Self Living is a · recent yea rs.
remarkable album that pushes arty-grunge
Although Coffin Break sounds someto its limits, with a sea of feedback and a what fresh on the first two tracks of thirbackground of slight insanity.
teen: "Cloud". and "Wasted Time," that
is the high point of the album.
"Cloud" is a short song about the wish
• eyal goldshmid
central florida future for change in the world and "Wasted Time"
is about a man dying from cancer. From that
point onward, however, all the music sounds
alike, and the disc drags.
It is like they are playing the same song over
and over again and just singing different words.
The one bright spot about this group is
the band's lyrics. The words on Thirteen
are quite impressive in comparison to the
music. The song "Sorry" is a remorseful
essay on the mistakes of life and "Units"
is about a neglected child. In fact, most of
the lyrics are pretty good.
The music on this disc is unmemorable,
but it will probably stick in your mind
'jil!Rn.;; 1.:.\
because it is always the same tune. You
feel as if they are trying to brainwash you
with monotony in order for you to like the
music. This disc is only 30 minutes long,
but because of the music quality, it seems
to drag on forever.
This group has a lot of serious maturing to
do, but if they improve the music, perhaps
Coffin Break is a new grunge quartet they would be worth another listen.
that demonstrates nothing new in their
music. In fact, they are one of the most
• eyal goldshmid
monotonously boring acts I have heard in
central florida future
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Coffin Break
Thirteen .
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Personal and Business
Mary Ayuso
290-8478

Auditions:
Miami,
April 17

America's School for Professional Actors.
Alumni have won nominations for 90 Oscars, 63 Tonys and 186 Emmys.
Ac?'edited Training in New York or California.

Writers Wanted.
We are.looking for students interested in sharpening their writing skills in all areas:

news, features, sports, opinion/editorial.

•

SIX-WEEK SUMMER PROGRAM
TWO-YEAR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING PROGRAM

All students welcome. Call 823-6397 for further infonnation.

CALL NOW FOR APPLICATION:

212-686-0620 .
Call Mon.-Fri., 8:30-4:30 pm

Robert Redford

"I YOU II DTD WORK TO
U TTHRDU . HSCHOOL,
YOU NEED 10·1 EUP&:'
1l;+1~,t•
.
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., Applicant$ are being considered
·for your local. UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, 'see your school's ·career
development Of job placemeni
r •, ·
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
I
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Annabella Sciarra

Kim Cattrall

Armand Assante

AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF
DRAMATIC
ARTS
120 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

-·

Community Bio-Resources, ~nc.
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· "I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by myself, and
UPS is helping me take care of the
second. They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
"I make almost $10,000 a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
schedules-mornings, atterrioons'or
nights. My work hours fit around my class
hours. Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in Ac- counting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or
Customer Service.
"No other company offers more to
students than UPS. Talk to ther:n . Get·
what you need to get your diploma."

. Dennis Haysbert

~

Until Robots
replace humans ...
... your plasma will
always be needed.

•

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

• Patients in shock
• Accident Victims
• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for bums, surgery, or
for hemophiliacs
treatments of illness
· • New Reasearch on life
threatening diseases

You can earn over $100 per month.
"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONUS
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION

.
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Call for infonnation and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, FL 32805 .
(407) 841-2151

J>BVANEV'S

C•

, Sports Pub & Eatery
7660 University Blvd.
University & Goldenrod.
Goodings Center
·,
679-6600
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WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
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EVERY THURSDAY

REGGAE
NIGHT
* $1.50 Bottles RED STRIPE
*AUTHENTIC LIVE REGGAE
9:30PM - 1:00 AM
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